**Characteristics:** Mentally, Clubs are inclined in the direction of a publishing or administrative vocation. If they are more tuned in, this could be a psychic vocation. Being Queens, their place in the royal court is always something they are aware of and thus rebel against trying to be molded in any manner. Receptive by nature, all Queens are oriented toward service. Uncertainty and indecisive about love and relationships makes it hard for them to find lasting happiness in these regards; this might be because their displaced card is the Three of Hearts and their Five of Hearts is in the Venus position. They are constantly receiving wisdom from their natural psychic gifts and their intelligence is abundant even if they do not realize it. Their minds are incredibly organized. However, they live at such a fast pace that they often overdo things and are stressed out. If they elect to follow a spiritual or psychic type of work, Jupiter promises great rewards. Knowledge from previous lives is always available as a result of a heritage steeped in it. Sacrificing for one or more children, whether literal or not, is not uncommon. They often have multiple jobs and the Queen of Clubs is quite creative and innovative. They have numerous interests. Freedom of movement in their careers and expression are where they thrive. Doing a job well makes them proud. Great things for society are possible for the Queen of Clubs. Work that assists countless people is a natural inclination along with nurturing them.

**Relationships:** The Queen of Clubs is very high strung, and therefore they must have some mental agility and communication talents for things to be workable. Their emotional indecisiveness, to a certain degree, adds to the barriers they must deal with every time they fall in love. Of all the cards, sadly, this card brings some of the most difficult emotional and relationship karma of them all. Their Karma Card as well as Saturn both reveal this. Emotional needs with these cards require care if they are to be dealt with effectively. Any Queen of Clubs, however, with determination and effort, can apply themselves with great success. Whether the effort will be made is the issue. Open relationships, long term but not monogamous, are sometimes the solution for them. Their first priority is frequently their job, thus the necessary time and emotional price to make true intimacy possible is not as important to them. However, they should remember that with all the love they can give, they have some of the largest potential
for satisfaction in a relationship of any card. They can be the Princess who finds Prince Charming and ends up marrying him. Though many Queen of Clubs get married, not all are happy about it or make a success of it. Their powerful intellects and will mean not all partners can deal with them. Sometime during their lives, they will bring to fruition some challenging relationship that is a result of their Karma. A total renunciation of marriage may take place if it does not work out the first time. An inability to make up their minds is also a very real possibility. Insecurity with their partners can result and their marriage can actually end in divorce sometimes.

**Personality Connections:** Diamond women are often attractive to Male Queen of Clubs. Heart men often have problems with women Queen of Clubs, although there are some exceptions. The Queen of Clubs is often found to be attractive by Spade men.

**Confrontations:** The Queen of Clubs is terrifically creative and energetic. They are the Indy 500 drivers of the world. Driving the Mercury card in our Life Path often shows something about our driving habits. Often, the Queen of Clubs is pushy and arrogant with people they consider beneath them, dumb or lazy. They are quite high-strung. Most would be stressed out operating on a high plane such as they do. Sometimes it appears that they are on some sort of energy drink. There are practically countless Threes involved with their Birth Card and Life Path.